
2021 FIG Code Differences 
This document lists the major differences between the 2021 and 2017 FIG code of points for men’s 
gymnasAcs. Many items from previous newsleEers have been incorporated into the 2021 code.    I have 
not included those in this document. Items highlighted in Yellow are new or changed items in the March 
version of the 2021 code versus the September version. Some items highlighted in Yellow are new items 
which were accidently omiEed from my October version of this document 

General 
- 7 E panel judges, no reference judges 
- Dark blue suit, white shirt & Ae is the new uniform 
- All info from recent FIG newsleEers included in new code 

Floor 
- 75 seconds Ame limit (not 70) 
- The following elements have been merged into the same code box: 

o Salto fwd tuck/pike and salto fwd tuck/pike with ½ turn 
o Salto fwd stretched and salto fwd  stretched with ½ turn 
o Salto fwd tucked with 1/1 turn & Salto fwd tucked with 1 ½ turn 
o Salto fwd stretched with 1/1 turn & Salto fwd stretched with 1 ½ turn 
o Double salto fwd and double salto fwd with ½ turn 
o Double salto fwd piked and double salto fwd piked with ½ turn 
o Salto bwd stretched with ½ turn OR with 1/1 turn 
o Salto bwd stretched with 1 ½ turn and Salto bwd stretched with 2/1 
o Salto bwd stretched & Tempo salto bwd 

- Unlimited connecAon allowed, including both sides.  ConnecAng elements must be within 
counAng 10 elements. 

- No bonus for directly connected single salto elements with turns:   e.g. salto bwd 5/2 to salto 
fwd 1/1 is no connecAon. 

- If a gymnast wishes to use the same diagonal more than 2 Ames in a row, he must first complete 
an element from EGR I (minimum B-Value) a^er the 2nd use of that diagonal. 

- Simple movements of the arms are included in the definiAon of a pause and therefore the two 
seconds begins the moment the gymnast comes to a stand. 

- Japanese handstands requires head to be within one hand thickness of the floor 
- MulAple salto element required for Juniors 

Pommel Horse 
- A maximum of two Russian Wendeswings are permiEed for value in an exercise, including the 

dismount. For Pommel Horse these special repeAAon rules are wider, any Russian Wenderswing 
on the end including dismount considered as repeAAon.  The following examples illustrate this 
rule: 

o Russian on the end 1080° + Russian 720° to wende = No value + C value. 
o Russian between pommels 360° + Russian on the end 1080° + Russian 360° to wende = C 

value + repeAAon + B value (dismount is counted first). 
- A maximum of two (3/3) Russian Wendeswings travel elements are permiEed for value in an 

exercise. This applies to the following elements: 
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o III.70 From support on end, Russian Wendeswings forward to other end without support 
on or between the pommels (side to side support, side to cross, cross to side, cross to 
cross). 

o III.76 From support 1-2, 3/3 travel in Russian type Wendeswings with 630° or more 
turning. 

o III.77 Any 3/3 travel in Russian type Wendeswings with 720° or more turning. 
o III.81 From side support pommel between hand, Russian Wendeswings 360º with travel 

to the other end in side support. 
o III.82 Any Russian Wendeswings with 360° and 3/3 travel. 
o III.89 On the leather, from cross support, Russian Wendeswings with 360° or 540º over 

both pommels. 
- A maximum of two 3/3 travel with spindle elements are permiEed for value in an exercise  

o III.23 From an end side travel with 2 x ½ spindle to other end.  
o III.28 Cross travel forward 3/3 with ½ spindle from one pommel over the other pommel. 
o III.29 Travel 3/3 over both pommels with ½ spindle. 

- A maximum of two full spindle elements are permiEed for value in an exercise  
o II.28 Any side support 1/1 spindle with legs straddle inside maximum 2 circles. 
o II.29 Any side support 1/1 spindle with hand support to the other side and return 

(maximum 2 flairs or circles). 
o II.30 Side support, 1/1 spindle with both pommels between the hands (flair or circle). 
o II.34 Any 1/1 spindle within maximum 2 circles 
o II.35 Cross support, 1/1 spindle with hands between the pommels maximum 2 circles 
o II.41 1/1 spindle with legs straddle or together on the pommels inside maximum 2 

circles. 
- Busnari elements need to finish in circle, not legcut or scissor 
- Bertonceli and ¾ Bezugo added to flop and combined elements. 

 
- Magyar over both pommels = E; Driggs = F 
- Delete Flaired Magyar & Sivado travels.  Same value as legs together. 
- Scissor backward to handstand changed to C from D. 
- The following elements have been merged into the same code box: 

o Scissor forward to HS (Li Ning) and Scissor forward to HS with ¼ turn a^er (Bryan) 
o ¼ spindle from cross support, ¼ spindle from side support 
o ½ spindle from cross support, ½ spindle from side support 
o 1/1 spindle from cross support, 1/1 spindle from side support 

- There were several elements deleted from the code which were no longer or rarely used. 
o Double suisse 

Rings 
- Azarian Maltese = E (Not F); Azarian Planche = D (not E) 
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- Removed Li Ning elements 
- Removed Pineda elements 
- Removed all group 3 elements to straddle planche.   Eg. back uprise straddle planche 
- Felge and Backuprise to straddle planche changed from C to B. 
- Straddle Planche changed from B to A. 
- L-cross press to inverted cross = D; Cross (no L) press to inverted cross = E 
- Removed L-cross press to Maltese.   Cross press to Maltese remains an E 
- Felge & backuprise to inverted cross = E (Not D) 
- Dismount, salto forward with ½ turn changed from B to A. 
- Dismount, salto forward with 1/1 twist changed from C to B. 
- Dismount, salto backward with ½ twist changed from B to A. 
- Mandatory 10 cm mat on top of the basic 20 cm landing mat 
- If a gymnast performs honma to cross, but the entry posiAon is above 45 degrees will receive a 

0.5 deducAon and will receive B value for the cross if the performance criteria for the cross is 
fulfilled. This applies to other elements as well. 

Vault 
Changed vault groups 

1. Single Salto Vaults with complex twists 
a. Handspring salto fwd with 3/2 or 5/2 twist 
b. Tsukahara with 3/2, 2/1, 5/2, 3/1 twist 

2. Handspring salto vaults with or without simple twists, and all double salto fwd. 
a. Handspring with salto forward 
b. Roche, Dragulescu 

3. Handspring sideways & Tsukahara vaults with or without simple twists and all double salto 
bwd. 

a. Tsukahara, Tsukahara 1/1 twist 
b. Tsukahara double back, pike double back, double back with 1/1 twist 

4. Round off entry vaults. 
a. Yurchenkos, Sherbo, etc. 

5. Simple vaults 
a. Handsprings 
These simple vaults were moved into group 2 and 3. 

- Removed deducAon for two vaults for similar flight phase 

Parallel Bars 
- Removed Handstand, must be swing to handstand for A credit 
- Removed reverse piroueEe Combined forward and reverse piroueEe into same box. 
- Giant diamadov changed from D to E 
- Giant diamadov to one rail connected to Healy type element changed from E to F. 
- Giant swing bwd and salto with ½ turn to hang changed from D to E.  See III.65 
- Dismount:  double front ½ = E (not F); double front piked with ½ changed from G to F. 
- Removed circle & flair elements 
- Dismount: salto forward with ½ turn changed from B to A. 
- Dismount: from hang on end: 
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o Double salto bwd changed from B to C 
o Double salto bwd piked changed from C to D 
o Double salto bwd with 1/1 turn changed from D to E 

Horizontal Bar 
- A cast is the only movement permiEed in order to begin an exercise without deducAon. 

Excessive swings with shoulders and or hips above the bar prior to the cast will be deducted 0.3. 
A cast, consisAng in a maximum of three swings, is permiEed in order to begin an exercise 
without deducAon.  AddiAonal swings will be deducted 0.3. 

- For all Adler elements, it is required to enter from a handstand For all Adler elements, it is NOT 
required to enter from a handstand 

- One angle deducAon table for elements through handstand and turning elements to elgrip and 
mixed grip 

o 0 - 15 No deducAon 
o 16 - 30  = 0.1 
o 31 – 60 = 0.3 
o 61 – 90 = 0.5 
o Below 90 = 0.5 & Non recogniAon 

- ConnecAng elements must be within the 10 counAng elements. 
- Only 2 kovacs style and tkatchev style releases allowed in rouAne 

o Unless they are used in connecAon 
- Tkatchev ½ in same box as tkatchev; Tkatchev stretched with ½ turn in same box as Tkatchev 

Stretched.  Same with Piat’s. 
- All Endo, Stalder and Weiler elements with turn are divided up in two elements except for 

Stalder Rybalko 
- Yamawaki = C (not D); Yamawaki with ½ turn in same box as Yamawaki 
- Endo/Stalder with legs together = C;  
- Stalder Rybalko to mixed grip with leg together = E; to elgrip = F. 
- Endo with legs together in elgrip = D 
- Removed Quast with 2/1 turn 
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